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Abstract: This project presentation describes the first results of an ongoing experimental action conducted within the frame of the European FP7 research project "Mela- Museums in an age of migration" (www.mela-project.eu) related to the topic of new museum technologies applied at Museo Diocesano, a religious museum in Milan. The project is based on a collaboration between the Design department of Milan Politecnico and IIT-A Institute for industrial technology and automation of CNR (National Research Council).
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Introduction

Mela Project is a four-year research project funded by the European Commission under the Seventh Framework Programme. Its main objective is to define innovative museum practices that reflect the challenges of the contemporary processes of globalization, mobility and migration. As people, objects, knowledge and information move at increasingly high rates, a greater awareness of an inclusive approach is needed to facilitate mutual understanding and social cohesion (Basso & Pozzi 2012).

Among the other project partners, the Design department has the task of developing experimental design proposals for museum exhibitions, in particular connected with the ICT role in museums. The aim of the cross-disciplinary research for museums is to develop possible scenarios that can be translated into the production of various experimental exhibition designs as test verification of the theoretical investigations.

By the nature of their institutional role, museums, are committed to improve society, pursuing strategies to facilitate dialogue between different cultures and solve issues arising from cultural diversity (Silverman 2010, p.13). It is relevant that in 1996 UNESCO adopted the Action Plan on Cultural Policies for Development in which important principles were announced. In particular a relevant role has been assigned to the dialogue between cultures, as a major social and political challenge and as a prerequisite for peaceful coexistence. UNESCO reiterated the importance of these statements: in 2001 with the Universal Declaration on Cultural Diversity, and in 2005 with the Convention on the Protection and Promotion of the Diversity of Cultural Expressions, ratified by eighty countries (including Italy) at the end of 2007, thereby acquiring binding force (Bodo & Bodo 2007).

The museum has become more and more a "listening ear" of a multicultural and intercultural society where cultures co-exist and debate. The intercultural dialogue relies on differences among cultures or "diversities" considered and enhanced as resources for mutual understanding. The museum, accepting the challenge to describe and interact with society, could be the privileged place in which these resources can be endorsed. The topic of "representation" is central in museums that need technology in order to represent themselves. "The cultural resonances of technologies can at time even serve to problematize or question" the contents of the museum (Lupo, Allen 2012). One of the most interesting and controversial themes of the inter-culture debate is inter-religious dialogue. The

---

1 "Action Plan on Cultural Policies for Development" was adopted by the Intergovernmental Conference on Cultural Policies for Development - Stockholm, Sweden, 2nd April 1998. Point 5 of the principles recognized: "The dialogue between cultures appears to be one of the fundamental cultural and political challenges for the world today; it is an essential condition of peaceful coexistence." See http://www.unesco.org/culture/unesco/declarations/cultural.pdf

2 This Expression has been used by the Anacostia Museum & Center for African American History and Culture's director, during his conference presentation at the General Conference of ICOM in 1971.
Museo Diocesano, as a religious museum, is an appropriate venue for religious narratives, discussing this topic, by stimulating debates, and fostering equality and dialogue among different communities (Capurro 2010, p.108).

The representation of religious issues in the public discourse of contemporary society seems to be a difficult issue. Problems of identity, diversity and dialogue among different cultures are amplified whenever religious aspects are involved. That is an important concern for museums.

The mise en scène by religious museums is not a neutral topic but is affected by cultural settings and by the contexts of the museums themselves. There are different approaches to what can be summarized under the label of "religion". Talking about religion can imply the following aspects: "discussing on religion", when discussing, contesting or undermining religious identities; "discussing among religion", when confronting, discussing or questioning religious diversity and frictions; and "discussing through religion", when debating among diversities using religion to open the discussion towards a wider cultural sphere (Capurro, Lupo 2013). For the creation of an effective project, which has intercultural dialogue as its principle goal, the work team had to consider all of these variables and possible frictions.

Objectives and methodology

The aim of this experimental action is to discuss and verify the intercultural potential of religion and the possible role of the museum as an ideal place for inter-religious encounters. It consists in designing a visitor experience by transforming the contemplative cultural experience in an interactive and contributory visit, possibly also enabling intercultural dialogue. The project is a prototype path limited to five paintings from the collection of Museo Diocesano, selected in the so-called Sala della Confraternita del SS. Sacramento e S. Caterina: five paintings of the eighteenth century representing various miracles about the Eucharist.

The project is based on the use of digital technologies, like video narrations, performative interaction and 3D visualisations that can stimulate different interpretations.

Technology is a transversal driver that intercepts place/space, content and sociality within museums, functioning as a medium that widens the relation between visitor and content to the ones among visitors and content-in-space and visitors and visitors. (Lupo, Allen 2012, p.163)

The development of a digital interface in the museum, together with a platform enabling comments, and the production of contributions on religious topics, should facilitate the connections and relations among visitors with different cultures.

The most promising aspect of bringing technologies in the museum come through an approach that is well informed by the technological culture form which these technologies and their use-patterns and values emerge. That is, thinking "eco-systemically" about what it means to bring technological interventions into the culture and historical context of a cultural or heritage institution, and vice versa. (Lupo, Allen 2012, p.26)

Design Department with CNR decided to present the contents, both narrative and in the form of a questionnaire, through a tablet. The programmatic intention is to increase the use of technology devices, in particular, with the introduction of tools based on augmented reality, characterized by 3D reproduction of museum works.

Research phases and future actions

The experimental action will be conducted in two different steps, tailored for different visitor targets. In both tests the visitors will use a tablet which contains a video and a questionnaire. The first test took place in October 2013 (http://www.mela-blog.net/archives/3021), and involved experts and specialists (e.g. persons with a deep knowledge of their own religion: priests, theologians, rabbis, etc...). This test has an instrumental nature, designed to verify and review the efficacy of the interpretative tools in enhancing the visitors' experience and to improve the contents. Through user generated content (UGC), by collecting different expert opinions and a wide range of religious beliefs, our aim is to increase the potential multivocality of the narration. Having collected different religious point of views, the questions that will be addressed to the second-test-individuals will be improved by the feedback obtained from the first-test-individuals. The second test will involve general users, not-specialists (e.g. second generation immigrants and foreign community residents in Milan). The second phase will also
add new contents to test the path and to understand whether the intercultural model of socialization through performative and connective technologies is functional or not.

Each path mentioned, namely specialist and not-specialist, will be made up of four different experience levels. Each experience level will contain three themes: historical/artistic themes, Roman Catholic religious themes, and faith and symbolic themes. These contents allows for five dynamics of interaction: contemplative, interpretative, contributive, connective and performative. The idea is to locate similarities and analogies with other religions through the connections to other works on the same topics in the museum. Regarding the possible use of the five dynamics, interaction with technology intends to act at various levels of usability:

Contemplative: visitors are invited to watch a video representing one of the five paintings showing different aspects of the miracle. The tablet must be pointed to the real paint; it will reproduce the image on the screen and the video will start. The idea is to increase the watching experience through digital technologies, amplifying and enriching temporal and spatial horizons of vision, and also showing no so obvious links between the works.

Interpretative: visitors will be encouraged to relate information achieved through the proposed video, together with their own previous knowledge, by answering a simple questionnaire on the device. Technology itself acts as a facilitator, providing the user with different interpretations of the subject and stimulating critical reflection.

Contributive: visitors can add a personal contribution directly to the tablet's folders (e.g. a reference, object, imaginative representative of their religious view, or expression of their culture). Dynamic contribution involves the direct participation of the user called to provide a personal interpretation of the work, and a visiting experience embracing previous knowledge, cultural references or relevant quotations. Therefore the size of the "basket of religious references" will be richer from contribution to contribution, enhancing future visits.

Performative: one of the aims of the project is to introduce performative (or gestural) action through digital technologies. The general user will be able to activate some contents on the tablet with gestures and actions consistent with different cultural practices, avoiding standard interactions with the technological tools and stereotypes of interaction (i.e. touch, click, move and drag).

Connective: digital technologies connecting people to the cultural heritage (community building) act as a facilitator for social relations. Community building processes come as a result of direct social involvement, or through a consistence presence of technology, allowing a better knowledge of the other cultures.

This dynamic creates the paradigm of listen - interpret - contribute - perform - share.

The dynamics of interaction are decided according to user targets to achieve different objectives by testing multiple technologies. A path for the evaluation of contents will be offered to the specialist; their contribution will help verify the hypotheses behind the project, by giving a professional interpretation of religious values connected with intercultural integration within the museums.

Through an experimental sample of public views, the project aims to verify new interpretative tools for religious heritage in order to activate intercultural dialogue. To associate religious heritage to historical and artistic cultural heritage, potentially allows for the activation of a cross-cultural experience of investigation into possible analogies between different religions inside a museum. Moreover the project wishes to experiment with narrative models, with participatory and interactive contributions and social use of technology, to present cultural and religious heritage, promoting the use of mobile devices and tools, such as tablets or smartphones in museums.

The main cultural purpose is to develop an intercultural enhancement of the artistic heritage for the specific museum, but with the idea to spread the results, and share them in order to be adapted to similar circumstances. This experimental action could eventually provide new information and materials to create new curatorial narrations, parallel to the current ones, within the Museo Diocesano.

By the end of 2013, the two tests (experts and general users) will be evaluated together with their contents. By the beginning of 2014, the path will be proposed for a higher number of intercultural visitors. Data and results will therefore be analysed in order to evaluate possible repeatability to a larger number of museums.

The objective of this project is not to work with advanced technologies, but to build multi-vocal narration and promote an inter-religious exchange through them. Moreover, the project is ongoing and
this paper should be considered as a programmatic guideline. At the end of the project a final publication will be created.
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